ULTI DRIVE POROUS

The ultimate porous driveway and car park surface
Combining excellent drainage characteristics with long term durability, ULTIDRIVE POROUS is a hard wearing permeable asphalt that eliminates the problem of surface water while meeting relevant local planning requirements.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
Using the latest porous asphalt technology and a modified binder, the open aggregate structure allows effective drainage and avoids surface water.

ENHANCED COMPLIANCE
Reduces direct surface water run-off to meet the requirements of planning regulations and the code for Sustainable Homes.

IMPROVED SAFETY
Eliminates the problem of both standing water and ice patches that can occur in cold weather conditions.

FASTER COMPLETION
Avoids expensive additional drainage, allowing quicker project delivery and reduced disruption to clients and end users.

ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
Available in 6mm for driveways and 10mm for car parks. When combined with the Tarmac ULTIFLOW range of permeable sub-base aggregates, we can offer a complete permeable solution.

ULTIMATE SUPPORT
At Tarmac, technical excellence comes as standard. ULTIDRIVE POROUS is only available for installation by accredited contractors who have full access to our expert training, advice and technical support.

To find out how ULTIDRIVE POROUS can help you achieve longer-lasting results, quickly and cost effectively call 0800 1 218 218

TARMAC.COM